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Introduction

• TED talk - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLJsdqxnZb0

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLJsdqxnZb0


If  Only …

• Most of  us think happiness comes from conditions in life.

• What are your “if  only’s”?



Happiness First

• “Every single relationship, business and educational outcome improves when 

the brain is positive first. If  you cultivate happiness while in the midst of  

your struggles, work, at school, while unemployed or single, you increase 

your chances of  attaining all the goals you are pursuing, including 

happiness.”

• “Your brain at positive performs significantly better (31% better) than it does 

at negative, neutral or stressed. Your intelligence rises, your creativity rises, 

and your energy levels rise. ”

http://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/motivation


Step 1

“So how can we pursue happiness right now? When I was counseling 
overwrought Harvard students, one of  the first things I would tell them is to 
stop equating a future success with happiness. Empirically, we know success 
does not lead to happiness. Is everyone with a job happy? Is every rich person 
happy? 

Then, step one is to stop thinking that finding a job, getting a promotion, etc. is 
the only thing that can brings happiness. Success does not mean happiness. 
Check out any celebrity magazine to look for examples to disabuse you of  
thinking that being beautiful, successful or rich will make you happy.”



Happiness takes practice

“Second, realize that happiness is a work ethic. Happiness is not a mystery. You 

have to train your brain to be positive just like you work out your body. We not 

only need to work happy, we need to work at being happy. Try an experiment 

right now, which I call the 21 Day Challenge. Pick one of  the five researched 

habits and try it out for 21 days in a row to create a positive habit.”



Write Down What You're Grateful For
Write down three new things you are grateful for each day into a blank 

word document or into the free app iJournal. 

Research shows this will significantly improve your optimism even six 
months later, and raises your success rates significantly.

Happier TED talk and APP -- Nataly Kogan (Thanks Taylor!)

http://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/gratitude
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ijournal-notebook-journal/id426811138?mt=8
http://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/optimism
http://bit.ly/1duJeiX
https://www.happier.com/


Focus On The Positive
Write for two minutes a day describing one positive experience you had 

over the past 24 hours. 

This is a strategy to help transform you from a task-based thinker, to a 
meaning based thinker who scans the world for meaning instead of  

endless to-dos. 

This dramatically increases work happiness.



Exercise
Exercise for 10 minutes a day. 

This trains your brain to believe your behavior matters, which 

causes a cascade of  success throughout the rest of  the day.



Meditate
Meditate for two minutes, focusing on your breath going in and out. 

This will help you undo the negative effects of  multitasking. 
Research shows you get multiple tasks done faster if  you do them 

one at a time. 

It also decreases stress and raises happiness.

http://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/meditation
http://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/stress


Send A Positive Email
Write one, quick email first thing in the morning thanking or 

praising a member on your team. 

This significantly increases your feeling of  social support, which in 

Achor’s study at Harvard was the largest predictor of  happiness for 

the students.

http://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/teamwork


A few more …

• Exercise a signature strength

• Spend money (on experiences or others)

• Look forward to something



Activation Energy

• Do a little thing to jog your memory and make your new behavior 

“decisionless” until it turns into a habit.



Deeper Satisfaction?

• What’s most important?

• What gets in the way?



Next?

• Meet in a few weeks to share and support?

• Book discussion?

• Details on practices?

• Practice buddies?  (walking)


